You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for HASBRO TROUBLE. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the HASBRO TROUBLE in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
CONTENTS 1 plastic game unit with POP-O-MATIC die roller, gameboard, 16 plastic playing pegs, 4 rubber gameboard feet. Turn the plastic game unit
upside-down. @@ 2. Insert the 4 rubber feet into the 4 holes on the back of the gameboard as shown in Figure 1. Now turn the assembled gameboard unit
back over and you’re ready to play! @@@@ 2. Who Starts the Game: Each player rolls the die by pressing the POP-O-MATIC once, then letting go. The
player who pops the highest number goes first. Play then continues to the left of the starting player. HOW TO PLAY A turn consists of one pop and a move (if
possible). @@ 1.
@@You pop only once. @@ 2. Once you pop a 6, move one of your pegs into START. @@ 3. Always move your pegs clockwise around the playing track.
Count each space whether it is empty or full. Pop and move all of your pegs as above. @@ then pop again. @@ 5. If your peg lands on a space that already
has an opponent’s peg in it, the opponent’s peg returns to its HOME and must start all over again.
(See Figure 3. ) Your peg now occupies that space. 6. @@@@You must use the 6 to move a peg already in the playing track. You cannot land on your own
pegs. 7. The Finish Line: When a peg has moved once around the gameboard, it enters its matching colour FINISH line. A peg can not go around the
gameboard more than once. @@Pegs in FINISH are safe from other players’ pegs because no player can move into another player’s FINISH line. @@The
game continues to see who comes in second or third.
.
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